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                    Experimental study of ELF signatures developed by ballistic missile launch

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Peglow, S; Rynne, T
                            

                    The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (Livermore, CA) and SARA, Inc. participated in the ATMD missile launch activities that occurred at WSMR during January 1993. These tests involved the launch of Lance missiles with a subsequent direction of F-15Es into the launch area for subsequent detection and simulated destruction of redeployed missile launchers, LLNL and SARA deployed SARN`s ELF sensors and various data acquisition systems for monitoring of basic phenomena. On 25 January 1993, a single missile launch allowed initial measurements of the phenomena and an assessment of appropriate sensor sensitivity settings as well as the appropriateness of the sensor deploymentmore » sites (e.g., with respect to man-made ELF sources such as power distributions and communication lines). On 27 January 1993, a measurement of a double launch of Lance missiles was performed. This technical report covers the results of the analysis of latter measurements. An attempt was made to measure low frequency electromagnetic signatures that may be produced during a missile launch. Hypothetical signature production mechanisms include: (1) Perturbations of the earth geo-potential during the launch of the missile. This signature may arise from the interaction of the ambient electric field with the conducting body of the missile as well as the partially ionized exhaust plume. (2) Production of spatial, charge sources from triboelectric-like mechanisms. Such effects may occur during the initial interaction of the missile plume with the ground material and lead to an initial {open_quotes}spike{close_quotes} output, Additionally, there may exist charge transfer mechanisms produced during the exhausting of the burnt fuel oxidizer.« less
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                    Missile launch detection electric field perturbation experiment. Final report

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Kane, R; Rynne, T
                            

                    The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and SARA Inc. participated in the ATMD missile launch activities that occurred at WSMR during January 1993. LLNL and SARA deployed sensors for monitoring of basic phenomena. An attempt was made to measure perturbations of the earth geo-potential during the launch of a Lance missile. The occurrence of the perturbation is expected from the conducting body of the missile and the exhaust plume. A set of voltage-probe antennas were used to monitor the local electric field perturbation from the launch at ranges of approximately 1 km. Examination of the data acquired during the launch periodmore » failed to show identifiable correlation of the field variations with the launch event. Three reasons are ascribed to this lack of event data: (1) The electric field potential variations have a limited spatial correlation length - the fields measured in one region have little correlation to measurements made at distances of a kilometer away. The potential variations are related to localized atmospheric disturbances and are generally unpredictable. A value for the spatial correlation length is also not known. (2) The conductivity of the plume and missile body are not adequate to produce a field perturbation of adequate magnitude. Phenomena related to the exhaust plume and missile may exist and be outside of the collection range of the equipment employed for these measurements. (3) The presence of 60 Hz power line noise was of sufficient magnitude to irreversibly contaminate measurements.« less
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                    As air frame studies by Chance Vought and Lockheed have progressed, estimates of drag and inlet performance have improved. The performance estimates for Tory IIC have changed very little in the past few years. The present quoted thrust coefficient is the same as that quoted in 1960. At this point it would be useful to compare thrust drag ratios for the present IIC operating at 2500°F and a possible future reactor operating at 5000°F. Thrust numbers will be given for 1000 ft. altitude, M 2.8 hot day (100°F) conditions. It should be remembered that the hot day conditions will occurmore » over a very short part of any journey. The LRL nominal Tory IIC net jet thrust is 34,718 lb. or using a reference area of 15.8 ft2,Cf = .195.« less
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                    ABS>Declassified 27 Nov 1973. Information is presented concerning Tory- 2C neutronics, radiation effects, thermodynamics, control rod drives, and performance of BeO Coatings. (DCC)
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